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Music at the Bodleian
PETER WARD JONES

The Bodleian is the second largest library in the country, and serves not only as the mainlibrary of Oxford University, but, with its rich accumulations of manuscript and printedmaterial, it is also a research library for scholars from all over the world. The purpose ofthis article is to give some account of the scope of the musical side of the library's collectionsand activities and of the changes being made at the present time.
The Bodleian was the first library in the country to acquire the privilege of receiving afree copy of every British publication, through the agreement made by Sir Thomas Bodleywith the Stationers' Company in 161 o, and incorporated in subsequent copyright acts. Afew musical items were received in the early days following the agreement, including ourcopy of Parthenia, but unfortunately the library appears not to have claimed copies of musicuntil about 1760, and it did not begin to arrive in any quantity until nearer the end of thecentury. Since then there has been a steady intake, and though inefficiencies in the collectingsystem have often resulted in items not being received, the library does now possess acollection which contains a good proportion of the music published in this country during thepast zoo years, in addition of course to the literature on the subject. Purchases and donationshave helped to fill gaps and English music of the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries is nowalso very well represented. Many of these items are to be found among the great generalcollections of books given to the library from the seventeenth century onwards, such as thoseof Francis Douce, Edmund Malone and Anthony Wood. Popular music as well as that ofmore serious intent has been collected and the benefits of a policy of not rejecting the ephemeraof the day are clearly reflected in the requests now received for items such as popular songs ofthe First World War period.
The library showed little interest in the purchase of foreign music up to the end of thenineteenth century, though a number of valuable editions were acquired as parts of generalcollections, in addition to the fine assemblage of Italian printed music in the Music Schoolcollection, which will be described more fully later on. More attention was paid to buyingmusic in the early decades of the present century, but on a rather sporadic basis, and evenmajor collected editions of composers and other musical monumenta were often not purchased.To a great extent this reflected a general shortage of library funds at the time. Since the lastwar the position has improved steadily, particularly in the sixties, when the beginnings ofseparate financial provision for music were made, and opportunities were taken to rectifymany of the more glaring omissions in the catalogue. Substantial purchases were made on theantiquarian side, especially in the field of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century first editions.Indeed, for a number of years, antiquarian purchases took precedence over the acquisition ofcurrent material, a policy which appears in hindsight to have been a wise one, given thepresent dried-up and highly inflated state of the antiquarian music market, for the omissionsof the last decade can and are being made up with comparative ease. Though much remainsto be done—until last year, for example, the library had no copy of the old complete editionof Mozart—the general state of the library's printed music holdings, now estimated at about



250,000 items, is infinitely more satisfactory than fifteen years ago when my predecessor,Meredith Moon, arrived.Turning to the manuscript collections, a survey must start with the medieval manuscriptsof ecclesiastical chant, of which the best known is the eleventh-century Winchester Troper(MS. Bodl. 775). Later medieval polyphony is well represented, most notably in the manuscriptof English fifteenth-century carols (MS. Arch. Selden B 26) and the famous MS. Canonicimisc. 213 with its extensive repertoire of music by Dufay and other fifteenth-centurycontinental composers. Like so many Bodleian treasures both of these are part of generalcollections acquired by donation or purchase at various periods of the library's history. Thenumber of exclusively musical collections coming to the Bodleian has been comparativelysmall. The most important of these is the former Music School collection, founded by WilliamHeather in 1627 when he endowed the music professorship and added to by later professors,until it was transferred to the Bodleian in 1885. It is rich in English musical manuscriptsfrom the sixteenth to the eighteenth century, including Tudor masses by Taverner and others,consort music by William Lawes and a complete collection of the court odes, composedby William Boyce. There is also much valuable printed music, with many sets of Englishmadrigal books and a large number of Italian seventeenth-century prints of instrumentalmusic, several of them being unique copies. Oxford B.Mus. and D.Mus. exercises from 1710onwards are included in the collection.
In I8oi, the bequest of the music owned by Osborne Wight, a fellow of New College,laid the foundations of the library's own collection of post-medieval music manuscripts.It contained much seventeenth- and eighteenth-century English music, including autographsof Purcell and Maurice Greene. Little was added during the nineteenth century, but thepresent century has seen a more active policy of acquisition. Accessions by donations, some-times through the Friends of the Bodleian, have included most of the manuscripts of SirHubert Parry, the collection of T. W. Bourne with two Handel autographs, three scores ofworks by Hoist of which pride of place goes to The Planets, Bax's Cello Sonata and FourthSymphony, Elgar's The Kingdom, Vaughan William's An Oxford Elegy and sketches for SanctaCivitas, and the complete works of Gerald Finzi. Purchases are made from time to time,one of the most recent being that of a bass part-book of services and anthems dating fromaround 1635.The library possessed very few autographs by continental composers of the past twocenturies until the recent acquisition of the magnificent collection of Mendelssohniana formedpartly by and partly with the help of the late Miss Margaret Deneke of Oxford. In additionto autograph works by Mendelssohn himself, including an early version of the overture toA Midsummer Night's Dream, five of the six organ sonatas and the vocal score of Elijah, thereare present many of his books of pencil drawings and water colours, diaries and other familyalbums, themselves containing treasures such as autograph music by Haydn, Mozart, Beethovenand Chopin. Much of the music he owned is also here, including the manuscript copy ofBach's St Matthew Passion used in the famous revival of 1829, in addition to various personaleffects such as honorary diplomas and his baton. Some 6,500 letters received by Mendelssohnalso form part of the collection, Goethe, Schumann, Liszt, Berlioz and Wagner being amongthe writers. Apart from the Mendelssohn items, the Deneke collection included a number ofother musical autographs, most notably that of Schubert's Grand Duo.
The care and superintendence of music at the Bodleian has a history almost as varied asthat of the collections themselves. A recurrent theme in the library's history has been thatof shortage of space and staff. For many years the music received under the copyright actlay uncatalogued in odd cupboards around the library and it was not until the mid-nineteenthcentury that it was sorted out and bound in some 400 volumes. The cataloguing of the printed

music started at the end of the century under Nicholson's librarianship. Catalogue entrieswere handwritten on 9" x 4" slips and this continued until a typed card catalogue wasintroduced in 1926. All of the more important slip entries were eventually transferred totyped cards, but at the present time there are still some 40,000 items on the original slips,mostly representing the lesser products of nineteenth-century English musical life. A revisedsystem of cataloguing, involving the provision of more information on the cards and the useof coloured cards was introduced in 1959 by Meredith Moon, who described the innovationin an article in the first issue of this journal. The cataloguing method is now similar to thatlaid down in the I.A.M.L. Rules for Full Cataloguing. Light vocal and piano music is kept ina separate catalogue, and is only catalogued back to 1953, the remainder being shelved inboxes according to year of publication, where with diligence and luck an item can usuallybe located. Over the next few decades it is hoped to complete the cataloguing of this and alsoof some minor nineteenth-century music as yet uncatalogued. As the music is not on openaccess, a relatively simple form of classification is used, with division by size and then bygenre into zoo categories. Manuscript music has remained under the care of the Departmentof Western Manuscripts, where Miss Margaret Crum is currently engaged in cataloguingthe Mendelssohn collection and in revising the descriptions of the Music School manuscripts.For the past ten years provision has been made for music readers in the Old Library,where a limited amount of open-shelf space has been available for reference works, standardbiographies and the more common music periodicals, together with the music catalogue andstaff workroom, the readers sharing a reading room with theologians and classicists. A newreading room specifically for music, with a staff workroom attached, is however, currentlybeing completed. It will have seats for twelve readers, with equipment including a microfilmreader and an electronic piano, playable through headphones. There will be more space forreference material and the music stack will be adjacent. Though not on open access, this willpermit music to be made available in a matter of minutes rather than the present delay of anhour or more. An important item of preparation for the move has been the compilation of acard catalogue of the musical literature in the library, estimated at some 13,000 items, formusic readers will no longer have the library's General Catalogue of Printed Books asconveniently to hand as at present. A major factor in the creation of this reading room hasbeen the forthcoming benefaction of the famous collection of Walter Harding of Chicago,after whom the new room will be named. This collection, with its great holdings of song-books, sheet songs, opera scores and related material, will be partly displayed in the room,and its acquisition will represent another outstanding event in the library's musical history.

The Music Collections, Oxford City Libraries,Westgate
DAVID L. CLARK

Westgate is a spacious pedestrian precinct forming part of the redevelopment of WestCentral Oxford. This new complex comprises a lofty central concourse with glazed roof.There are shops at ground floor level, and above, offices to the left and a large central libraryto the right which opened on zt May this year. Access is by staircase or lifts.The music collections are housed in a separate room measuring 40' x 30'. Books andscores are placed on white Reska shelving. Records are displayed in their sleeves in purpose-designed browser boxes, painted matt white (with thirty-five black boards dividing sections
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with lettering in white). There are three stepped rows of twenty-one compartments (13-i" x7r) designed to accommodate thirty records each with sufficient room for the borrower toread the picture sleeve. Boxed sets are represented in this display by the published brochure,the boxes themselves are placed on a shelf below.Two wide ledges with ioo-watt lamps above are provided, at which up to four borrowersmay stand at any one time. The borrower will be encouraged to check records for visiblefaults against the record's checking chart which forms part of the transaction sleeve beforepresenting them at the issue counter. Records will be checked by the staff for faults on return.Reference books include the B.B.C. catalogues and the main thematic catalogues. Thecollection of scores totals about 2,500, miniature scores 300, and books for loan 1,300. Classicaland Romantic chamber music parts are well represented, while the repertoire of baroquechamber music and of guitar solo are gradually being built up to cater for the ever-increasinginterest shown in these fields.The initial collection of sound recordings comprises nearly 2,5o0 records grouped intotwenty-four categories, of which six are for non-classical music. There is a section for spokenword, with a generous selection from the Argo and Caedmon catalogue. Language studyrecords include all the available B.B.C. courses; the twenty-one 7" records of the Linguaphonecourses are issued in groups of four to five records, with extra copies of the textbooks to suitthis method of issue. At present only three languages are represented in this series. Folk andnational music has been ranged in two categories: Britain/United States and other national/ethnic groups; the latter is able to cover such items as Jewish temple and Indian classicalmusic. One historical grouping for records was chosen for its anticipated usefulness, 'Musicbefore 166o'. Because so much of this material does not fit happily into classical form groupsit has made decisions of 'where to place' much simpler, although it might be said that composerssuch as Locke or Carissimi, who stride the date, perhaps suffer as a result.A borrower on application is asked to describe the stereo or compatible equipment tobe used and, if the stylus is not recently replaced, to bring it for inspection under a microscope( x zoo); thereafter stylus checks will be made at six-monthly intervals for all except the mostsophisticated equipment. Sapphire styli are discouraged and tracking weights above fivegrams would disqualify. A 'Bib' stylus balance may be hired by borrowers whose equipmentdoes not have a calibrated scale. An annual subscription of Li .50 is levied together with anissue charge of 5p per record per week. Membership is limited to residents and employeesof the new Oxfordshire (whose boundaries include parts of the present Berkshire). ThePlessey 'light-pen' recording method of issue operates at the central library and this is usedfor music books and records; requests are 'trapped' and overdue notices produced mechanically.The catalogue of books held throughout the Oxford City Libraries has been edited inmachine readable form for placing on the city council computer for use with the Plesseysystem of issue. Thus, this opportunity was taken to reclassify the scores and books onmusic from Dewey to MacColvin. Small white labels cover the old class numbers and theseare secured with a strip of Offrex tape. MacColvin's suggestions for expansion have beenfollowed up here and there, especially by providing sub-divisions in 782.6 class, music for(or with) wind instruments, and 783.9, miscellaneous theoretical topics. The computer print-out catalogue appears twice a year with a monthly supplement; it comprises author andclassified catalogues with a subject index. At present L.P.R.L. catalogue cards are used forrecords, but plans are going ahead to incorporate the catalogue of records in the computerprint-out together with stores and books.As this music library has been open for such a short time and the loan of gramophonerecords has hardly begun, no issue statistics have been provided with this article. The additionof orchestral parts and sets of vocal scores is not at present envisaged; such material is borrowedeither from Plymouth or Manchester City Library collections.
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Looking back at Leeds Music Exhibitions
ELLA BURBRIDGE

Two trestle tables placed end-to-end covered with deep crimson baize was the extentof the display space available when the Leeds Music Library opened in 195o—a contrastindeed to the splendid and sophisticated equipment described by Mr Hector Fernandez intwo previous issues of BRIO (Spring 1970 and Autumn 1971). Yet there are many librarians,particularly in the smaller libraries, where it is not possible to provide elaborate stands andcases, either because of lack of funds or lack of space, or both. Nevertheless, it is surprisingwhat can be achieved with a little improvisation. Our tables, arranged down the middle of thelibrary, provided a centrepiece which became a focal point of interest as well as adding warmthand colour to the department; further, a pleasing intimacy was created, lacking perhaps, ina more formal display arrangement. Displays were kept fresh by being changed weeklybut after gramophone records had been added in 1957 they became severely restricted. Fromthen onwards four flat topped glass cases were used in the entrance hall and these had to beshared with other departments so that only the more important occasions could be recognised.One advantage of the display cases was that they could be locked and exhibits safeguarded.
So far as displays are concerned music libraries are particularly fortunate on two counts.They have a wide variety of material to exhibit: books, all kinds of scores, original manuscripts,facsimiles, periodical articles and the ever obliging record sleeve which adds colour andinterest to any display. As regards book illustrations, photocopying can overcome the problemof one book, one illustration.
Secondly, there is no lack of subject matter. Something is always happening in the musicalworld around which some kind of display can be arranged. As in most large cities, there isan enormous variety of musical activity in Leeds: weekly orchestral concerts during the winter,opera several times a year, chamber music concerts at the university, the Triennial MusicalFestival (now biennial), the Triennial International Piano Competition, Music College andother educational activities, besides various music society conferences. And anniversariesof major composers, living or dead, provide excellent opportunities for imaginative displaywork.
Some of the more important display work carried out during twenty years working inthe Leeds City Library may be of interest to other music librarians if only because the approachwas occasionally unusual. The notes describing the exhibits were, for the most part, printedin an elegant Gothic script by a member of the music library staff, Mr Gordon Maud.Invariably the lettering was done in blue ink on a pale primrose card of good quality anddisplays were considerably enhanced by Mr Maud's highly professional skill.
Frank Kidson, the well-known musicologist, folk song collector and pioneer writer onmusic printers, engravers and publishers, was born in Leeds in 1855. In my early days inthe Leeds reference library I remember him as a very frequent visitor. A display was arrangedto commemorate the centenary of his birth, selected from interesting and varied items in themusic library and the local history library. One of the most surprising exhibits was a collectionof charming water-colour sketches, probably painted during his travels when collectingfolk song material. Mr Kidson's relatives took a keen interest in the display.
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The most ambitious effort, for which a gallery was made available by the City Art Gallery.was an exhibition to celebrate the centenary of the Leeds Triennial Musical Festival in 1958,Among other exhibits was an invaluable collection of original manuscripts of works performedat previous festivals (including many first performances) and at the current Festival. We weregreatly indebted to several music organisations for so willingly co-operating and giving theirpermission to borrow the manuscripts. The British Museum lent Haydn's The Seasons, Handel'sSamson (which was performed at the Leeds Grand Theatre in the presence of Her Majestythe Queen), Mozart's Symphony No. 34K.338 and a juvenile work entitled God is our Refuge K. zowritten at the age of nine and presented to the British Museum when Mozart visited Londonas a child prodigy. (The insurance value for these items alone was k35,55o.) Other exhibitsincluded Sterndale Bennett's The May Queen, lent by the Royal Academy of Music; Sullivan'sThe Golden Legend and Stanford's Voyage of Maeldune, lent by the Royal College of Music;Vaughan Williams' Toward the Unknown Region and A Sea Symphony,  lent by Stainer and Bell;Elgar's Falstaff and The Dream of Geronthius, the former lent by the Fitzwilliam Museum andthe latter by the Oratory, Birmingham; Walton's Belshazar's Feast, lent by the OxfordUniversity Press; Britten's Canticle No. 2, Abraham and Isaac, Fricker's Vision of Judgement,and Leighton's Violoncello Concerto, these last three lent by the respective composers. Locatingthe manuscripts, obtaining the necessary permission to exhibit them, arranging the insuranceand transport, was a time-taking business but the result amply justified all the preparation.A catalogue was prepared giving relevant information about exhibits.
And here one would like to pay tribute to the generous response received from composerswhen manuscripts were requested from time to time for special displays. Benjamin Britten,in particular, obliged on several occasions for other Triennial Festival 'displays. Stravinskywas approached for the loan of the manuscript of his Symphony of Psalms, also being performedat the centenary Festival. After some delay on account of his not being in America, he senta hand-written note from Venice suggesting that the Boston Symphony Orchestra, to whomthe work was dedicated, might have the score. This was the case but unfortunately it couldnot be obtained in time.Another example of generous co-operation occurred in 1969 during the centenarycelebrations of the death of Berlioz. Michael Ayrton was responsible for a most interestingprogramme on B.B.C. television dealing with the composer's life and works. Among otherpictorial illustrations Mr Ayrton used his striking painting sketches of Berlioz. The artistwas asked if he would be willing to lend one to include in our own display tribute to thecomposer. His response was to send three. They were of folio dimensions and made amagnificent centrepiece for three of the display cases. Such gestures as these from very busypeople are most encouraging and heart-warming.The Leeds International Piano Competition is another event which offers scope forattractive display work. The music library has co-operated in numerous ways with itsorganisers since the competition started in 1963, not least by supplying music scores for thepanel of judges.Generous co-operation on two occasions from another source, the publishers, UniversalEdition. Through the good offices of Mr William Colleran they agreed to transfer exhibitionsdirect from the Edinburgh Festival. The first exhibition dealt with twentieth century avant-garde music and provided a unique controversial display at a time when electronic and otheradvanced scores were new to most of the musical public. The second occasion, in 1961,was connected with Schonberg, whose music was receiving special attention at that year'sfestival. The exhibition included many interesting items from Vienna including the manuscriptscores of Gurrelieder, Pierrot Lunaire and the Chamber Symphony for fifteen solo instruments.Amazingly, permission was given in Vienna for us to borrow these valuable exhibits on
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condition they were collected from Edinburgh and delivered back to London personally.This resulted in a pleasant two-day trip to Edinburgh, but travelling to Leeds by road wasnot without its anxieties. Gurrelieder, was an outsize manuscript, for Schonberg had found itnecessary to join two sheets of manuscript paper together on account of the very fullorchestration. It was a great relief when all were safely in Leeds. Also among the exhibits wasa letter written by the composer giving instructions for the performance of Gurrelieder and arequest scribbled in red pencil on a scrap of paper asking for the score to be sent to Schnabel.
Co-operation with educational authorities whenever possible can be of enormous valuein making known the library's resources. A welcome opportunity presented itself in 1967when a weekend seminar for teachers took place in one of our larger and more attractivecomprehensive schools. The inspector of schools responsible for its organisation asked forour help in supplying suitable scores, books and records. The emphasis was to be on educationbut the opportunity was taken to display other material including a selection of suitablereference and bibliographical works. The facilities for the exhibition were excellent with plentyof space and light. A short talk describing the resources of the library was included.
Other educational activities included co-operation with the university and with the LeedsCollege of Music especially during the latter's annual festivals. An opportunity to co-operatewith the university occurred in 1968 when one of their concerts was devoted to the worksof a talented member of the teaching staff. The performers were well-known local professionalsalong with some members of the university music society. Manuscripts of the worksperformed were photocopied and the composer supplied some fascinating examples ofjuvenilia. To add interest to the display performers were asked to supply photographs ofthemselves which they kindly did; the composer, not possessing one, was prevailed uponto pay a visit to the photographers! The concert was a very happy occasion and a greatsuccess.
A departure from the usual kind of display was undertaken when it became known thatmembers of the Yorkshire Symphony Orchestra (now, alas, defunct), many of whom frequentedthe music library, were enthusiastic collectors of old musical instruments. They obliginglyoffered to lend those suitable for exhibiting in glass cases, and an interesting collection wasassembled, together with some of the more important books on musical instruments.
All music librarians will be familiar with the problem of the selection of choral sheetmusic of which a prolific amount is published every month. The output is a somewhat mixedbag of good, bad and indifferent, and a great deal of time can be spent on selecting andordering worthwhile copies. To overcome this, the co-operation of some of the leadingpublishers was sought with a view to their supplying new publications gratis. In return,they were told that their music would be displayed in the library each month for a weekwhen teachers, choirmasters and • choral conductors would be invited to inspect it. Thepoint was stressed that this would be to the mutual benefit of all concerned as there was thepossibility of multiple copies of their music being ordered. All the publishers, with theexception of one, readily agreed to co-operate. A letter was circulated to all who might beinterested explaining what had been arranged. The Director of Education informed theteaching staff by way of the weekly bulletin of news, and instructions sent out to each schoolin the city. The response was gratifying and soon many new borrowers were making useof the library having become aware of its extensive resources. Oddly enough, though therewere facilities for teachers to examine the same kind of music at the education offices head-quarters, they eschewed the seat of authority, preferring to use the library instead.Unfortunately, this service had to be discontinued when the display area was taken up withrecords, though the publishers continued for some time to send their publications.
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It is a great advantage if the co-operation of the local press can be enlisted to publicisedisplays and exhibitions. In Leeds we have been singularly fortunate in this respect. By ahappy coincidence, Mr Ernest Bradbury became music critic of the Yorkshire Post the sameyear as I was appointed music librarian in Leeds in 1947, and over the years a pleasant anduseful relationship ensued. A word to him about some forthcoming exhibition or displaybrought a ready response and a mention in his music column. And in 1965 an invitationto take over his weekly music article for two weeks provided an excellent opportunity towrite about music librarianship in general and the Leeds music library in particular. Bookdisplays are a comparatively simple exercise given a little space to arrange them. If space is limited,displays will probably have to be confined to recent additions. In Leeds there was room alsofor a subject display and the four junior members of the staff took it in turns each week to selectsome aspect of music. This was useful in stimulating interest and helping staff to get to knowthe stock and so give a more efficient service. An essential piece of equipment in any library,but particularly in a music library, is a notice board—the bigger the better. Notices can beclassified into convenient groupings. Most important, information should be kept up-to-date;there is nothing so depressing as to see events advertised which have already taken place.Additional services include the provision of literature on summer schools, competitivefestivals, international festivals, music college prospectuses, concert syllabuses local andnational, cathedral and parish church music calendars—all these are welcomed and bringpeople into the library. Writing for them initially is a time-taking job but a request to be puton the mailing list usually brings them in automatically.It is this kind of extra activity which not only adds interest to the library but gives it arefreshing vitality too. In fact, opportunities are continually presenting themselves to add tothe library's service, which in turn publicises its importance to the community. But the bestand most telling publicity is a thoroughly good personal service to the music loving public.

NOTES ON CONTNIBUTOWS
PETER WARD JONES is music librarian in the Department of Printed Books, Bodleian Library, Oxford.

DAVID L. CLARK is librarian of the Music Collections, Oxford City Libraries.

ELLA BURBRIDGE was formerly music librarian of Leeds City Libraries.

CHRISTEL WALLBAUM is assistant to Hermann Baron.

BRIAN REDFERN is principal lecturer, School of Librarianship, Polytechnic of North London, N. I., and President
of the International Association of Music Libraries.

ALEC HYATT. KING is superintendent of the Music Room, British Museum.

BBC APPOINTMENT

Miss Miriam Miller, M.A., F.L.A., L.R.A.M., has been appointed BBC music librarian in succession to
Mr John Davies. Miss Miller, who is a graduate of London University, took up the post in April 1973.
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SHORE, BERNARD. Sir Adrian Boult. RS no. 48.Oct., pp. 96-98.
BOWSLIMBREY, S. c. Rosin, the overlooked ingredient.S vol. 83 no. 990. Oct., pp. 289, 291.
BRENDEL, AlfredSIEPMANN, JEREMY. Talking to Brendel. MMu vol.ax no. 4. Dec., pp. 18-21.
BROADCASTINGEPPS, DAVID. 'Spare time for music.' ME vol. 36no. 357. Sept./Oct., pp. 236, 237.
BRYARS, GavinNYMANN, MICHAEL. As the Titanic went down.MMu vol. zi no. 4. Dec., pp. io, 12, 14.
BULL, OleSHEPPARD, LESLIE. The None giant. 1 .  - R vol.988. Aug., pp. 165, 167, 169, 171.

CAMILLERI, CharlesORGA, ATES. Charles Camilleri. MO vol. 95 no.1,138. July, pp. 516-519.
PALMER, CHRISTOPHER. Charles Camilleri. MT vol.113 no. 1,553. July, pp. 663-665.
CAPELLA, AntonioANON. Antonio Capella. vol. 83 no. 989. Sept.,pp. zIo, zu, 213.
CARTER, ElliottNORTHCOTT, BAYAN. Elliott Carter-continuity andcoherence. MMu vol. zo no. xz. Aug., pp. 28-32,34-36-
CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO, MarioDENCH, HAROLD. Lost horizons: a plea for the musicof Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco. GN no. 117. July/Sept., pp. 8, 9.
CHALIAPIN, FeodorSEMEONOFF, BORIS. Chaliapin's repertoire andrecordings. RC vol. zo nos. 8/10. Aug., pp. 173-230.
CHAMBONNIERES, Jacques ChampiondeSHARP, G. B. Gaultier and Chambonnieres. TwoFrench tercentenaries. MT vol. 113 no. 1,558.Dec., pp. 1,178-1,181.
CHURCH MUSICANON. Statement of the use of musical instruments inthe Sacred Liturgy. CM vol. 3 no. 16. Aug., pp.16, 17.
CHEW, GEOFFREY. The early cyclic mass as anexpression of royal and papal supremacy. ML vol. 53no. 3. July, pp. 254-269.
REES, MARY ELIZABETH. Hymns, dance and play.no. CM vol. 3 no. 16. Aug., pp. 18, 19.

BUSH, GeoffreyBUSH, GEOFFREY. 'Lord Arthur Saville's Crime'[an opera]. MT vol. 113 no. 1,558. Dec., pp. 1,181,1,182.
BUSH, AlanSTEVENSON, RONALD. Alan Bush in the 70s. MT vol.113 no. 1,553. July, pp. 661-663.
BYRD, WilliamBarri., PHILIP. Did Byrd write 'Non nobis, Domine' ?MT vol. 113 no. 1,555. Sept., pp. 855-857.
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TEMPERLEY, NICHOLAS. The music Of the Englishchurch. MT vol. 113 no. 1,553. July, pp. 708, 709.
TEMPERLEY, NICHOLAS. Kindred and affinity in hymntunes. MT vol. 113 no. 1,555. Sept., pp. 905,907-909.
COMPOSINGKABALEVSKY, DMITRY. The composer's education.Co no. 45. Autumn, pp. 1-4.
PASFIELD, W. R. The unconscious mind and thecomposer. Co no. 44. Summer, pp. 21-23.

CONCERTSHALL, BARRIE. The Proms. MTe vol. 5I no. 7.July, p. 17.
HALL, BARRIE. The 1972 Proms. S vol. 83 no. 987.July, pp. 117, 119, 121.
CONGREVE, WilliamLINCOLN, STODDARD. A Congreve masque. MT vol.113 no. 1,557. Nov., pp. 1,078-1,081.
COOKE, Arnold
DAWNEY, MICHAEL. Senior BritishArnold Cooke. Co no. 45. Autumn,composers:PP. 5, 7-9.
COOKE, HenryMCGRADY, RICHARD. Captain Cooke. A tercentenarytribute. MT vol. 113 no. 1,553. July, pp. 659, 66o.
COPLAND, AaronYOUNG, DOUGLAS. Copland's Dickinson songs.no. 103, pp. 33-37.
CORDIER, BaudeBERGSAGEL, JOHN. Cordier's circular canon. MT vol.113 no. 1,558. Dec., pp. 1,175-1,177.
CROOKA, RichardMORGAN, CHARLES I. Reminiscing with RichardCrooka. RC vol. zo nos. 11/12. Dec., pp. 258-270.
CULP, JuliaRIEMENS, LEO. Julia Culp. RS no. 47.69-72. July, pp.
DANCETHURSTON, HUGH. The French country dance, thequadrille and the cotillion. EDS vol. 34 no. 3.Autumn, pp. 89-91.
DAQUIN, LOUISSHARP, G. B. Louis Daquin, 1694-1772. MT vol. 113no. 1,554. Aug., pp. 805-807.
DAVIES, Peter MaxwellARNOLD, STEPHEN. The music of 'Taverner'. Tno. iox, pp. 20-29.
COOPER, MARTIN. Leaving too much to the words.[On 'Taverner', an opera.] Reprinted from TheDaily Telegraph, 15 July 1972. Op vol. 23 no. 9.Sept., pp. 795, 796, 798.
DAVIES, PETER MAXWELL. 'Taverner', synopsis anddocumentation. T no. Ioi, pp. 4-ti.
JOSEPIISON, DAVID. In search of the historical'Taverner'. T no. lox, pp. 40-52.

JOSIPOVICI, GABRIEL. 'Taverner', thoughts on thelibretto. T no. lox, pp. 12-19.
PRUSLIN, STEPHEN. An anatomy of betrayal. [On'Taverner', an opera.] MMu vol. zo no. u. July,pp. 28-3o.
WALSH, STEPHEN. 'Taverner.' [An interview withthe composer of the opera.] MT vol. 113 no. 1,553.July, pp. 653-655.
DEBUSSY, ClaudeBRODY, ELAINE. La famille Mendes. A literary linkbetween Wagner and Debussy. MR vol. 33 no. 3.Aug., pp. 177-189.
DELIUS, FrederickPALMER, CHRISTOPHER. Delius-a German composer?MO vol. 96 no. 1,141. Oct., pp. 4-6.
DUKE, RichardANON. Richard Duke. S vol. 83 no. 988. Aug., pp.162, 163.
ELGAR, Sir EdwardBOULT, SIR ADRIAN. Elgar as a conductor. RS no. 48.Oct., pp. 112-115.
CRUET, ADRIAN. Elgar dedication [in WestminsterAbbey]. Co no. 44. Summer, p. 13.
CRUFT, ADRIAN. The Elgar dedication [of a memorialstone in Westminster Abbey]. RCM vol. 68 no. 3.Christmas, pp. 81, 82.
ELLIOTT, PaulineAUSTIN, RICHARD. Thank you Miss El (Retiringdirector of the RCM opera school.) RCM vol. 68no. 3. Christmas, pp. 89, 90.
ETHNOMUSICOLOGYBOYD, ANNE. The ethnomusicologist. MT vol. 113no. 1,555. Sept., pp. 863, 864.
FELDMAN, MortonGRIFFITHS, PAUL. Morton Feldman [an interview].MT vol. 113 no. 1,554. Aug., pp. 758, 759.
FELICIANO, RichardWYTON, ALEC. An interview with Richard Feliciano.[Extracted from 'Music', Magazine of the AmericanGuild of Composers.] CM vol. 3 no. 16. Aug., pp.13-15.
FESTIVALS
BLYTON, CAREY. 400 miles for 41- minutes. (The12th Concours International du Guitare, Paris.) Cono. 45. Autumn, pp. 19-22.
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GRANGE, HENRY-LOUIS DE LA. Confusion at Royan.MMu vol. zo no. 1z. Aug., pp. 14-16.
FEUERMANN, EmanuelITZKOFF, SEYMOUR W. Emanuel Feuermann 1902-1942. S vol. 83 no. 989. Sept., pp. 245, 247, 249, 251.
FIGURED BASSJONES, EDWARD HUWS. The theorbo and continuopractice in the early English baroque. GSJ vol. 25.July, pp. 67-72.
FILMSPALMER, CHRISTOPHER. MUSIC in the Hollywoodbiblical spectacular. CM vol. 3 no. i8. Dec., pp. 5-9.
FLUTECASTELLANI, MARCELLO. Two late-Renaissance trans-verse flutes. GSJ vol. 25. July, pp. 73-79.
GODWIN, JOSCELYN. The Renaissance flute. C no. 28.1972, pp. 71-81.
FOLK MUSICGRUBB, FRANCIS. New sounds from old. EDS vol.34 no. 4. Winter, pp. 136, 137.
HARKER, DAVID. Cecil Sharp in Somerset: someconclusions. FMJ vol. 2 no. 3. 1972, pp. 220-240.
HAWORTH, DOROTHEA. The Manley tradition. EDSvol. 34 no. 4. Winter, pp. 129, 130.
SEARLE, MURIEL V. London singing games. EDS vol.34 no. 4. Winter, pp. 132, 133.
SPRATLEY, D. PHILLIP. TWO songs collected inNottinghamshire. FM J vol. 2 no. 3. 1972, pp. 174,175.
GAULTIER, DenisSHARP, G. B. Gaultier and Chambonnieres. TwoFrench tercentenaries. MT vol. 113 no. 1,558. Dec.,pp. 1,178-1,181.
GENCER, LeylacELLErrr, RODOLFO. Leyla Gencer. Op vol. 23 no. 8.Aug., pp. 692-696.
GIULINI, Carlo MariaFLEURET, MAURICE. Giulini today. MMu vol. 21 no.
3. Nov., PP. 34, LUCK,35-
G Christoph WillibaldRUSHTON, JULIAN. ̀Iphigenie en Tauride': the operasof Gluck and Piccinni. ML vol. 53 no. 4. Oct, PP.411-430.
GOFFRILLERANON. Matteo Goffriller. S vol. 83 no. 987. July,PP. 114, 115, 155.
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GRANO, John BaptistHARLEY, JOHN. GranO'S prison journal [1728/9].RMM vol. 4 no. 3. Sept., pp. 80-82.
GREAT BRITAINCRUMP, PETER. Reflections on Cymanfa Ganu.[Community hymn singing at the Royal NationalEisteddfod.] Co no. 44. Summer, pp. 29, 30.
REMNANT, MARY. Music in the life and times ofEdward 1(1239-1307). RCM vol. 68 no. 3. Christmas,pp. 84-87.
GRIGNY, Nicolas deSHARP, G. B. Nicolas de Grigny, 1672-1703. MTvol. 113 no. 1,553. July, pp. 705-707.
GUITARABLONIZ, MIGUEL. Guitar fingering, its principalrules. GN no. 117. July/Sept, pp. 14-16-no. 118.Oct./Dec., pp. 14, 15.
DENCH, HAROLD. Technique versus tradition. GNno. 118. Oct./Dec., pp. 17, 18.
GUITAR MUSICGAVALL, JOHN. Guitar music developments. MTevol. 51 no. II. Nov., pp. 9, 10.
HEDGES, AnthonyBRADBURY, ERNEST. Anthony Hedges. MT vol. 113no. 1,555. Sept., pp. 858-861.
HINDEMITH, PaulPADMORE, ELAINE. Hindemith and Griinewald. MRvol. 33 no. 3. Aug., pp. 190-193.
HISTORYWINN, CYRIL. History in song. ME vol. 36 no. 356.July/Aug., pp. 190, 191.
HOLLANDLORETTO, ALEC. European impressions:playing, modern and historic instruments.vol. 4 110. 4. Dec., pp. 122, 123. •
HONEGGER, ArthurATKINSON, NEVILLE. Honegger's 'KingME vol. 36 no. 356. July/Aug., p. 192.

DutchRMM

David'.

HOWELLS, HerbertPALMER, CHRISTOPHER. Herbert Howells at 80. Aretrospect. MT vol. 113 no. 1,556. Oct., pp. 967-970.
SHARP, G. B. Herbert Howells. CM vol. 3 no. 17.Oct., pp. 10-13.

SUMSION, HERBERT (JOHN). Herbert Howells. Somereflections on a long friendship. RCM vol. 68 no. 3.Christmas, pp. 67, 68.
IMPROVISATIONRILEY, HOWARD. Contemporary improvised music.Technical and aesthetic features. MR vol. 33 no. 3.Aug., pp. 218-221.
INSTRUMENTSCAMPBELL, MARGARET. Fecit Alva 1972. [On therepair and restoration of musical instruments.] Svol. 83 no. 990. Oct., pp. 281, 283, 285, 287, 289.
GALPIN, BRIAN. Canon Galpin's check lists. GSJvol. 25. July, pp. 4-21.
HEN, FERD. J. DE. Folk instalments of Belgium.GSJ vol. 25. July, pp. 87-132.
MARVIN, BOB. Recorders and English flutes inEuropean collections. GSJ vol. 25. July, pp. 30-57.
THOMAS, ALLAN. A Javanese gamelan at Dartington.ME vol. 36 no. 358. Nov./Dec., pp. 292-294.
WELLS, GRAHAM. Instruments for sale. RMM vol. 4no. 3. Sept., pp. 83, 84.
JOSQUIN DES PREZRUFF, LILLIAN M. Josquin des Prez. Some featuresof his motets. C no. z8. 1972, pp. 106-118.
KEISER, ReinhardDROOKER BRENNER, ROSAMOND. Emotional expressionin Keiser's operas. MR vol. 33 no. 3. Aug., pp.222-232.
KETTLEDRUMBENVENGA, NANCY. On loan from the army. Thekettledrum, its military origin and technical develop-ment. MMu vol. 20 no. II. July, pp. 32, 33.
KEYBOARD MUSICCOOPER, B. A. R. The keyboard suite in England beforethe Restoration. ML vol. 53 no. 3. July, pp. 309-319.
KULLMANN, CharlesMORGAN, CHARLES I. Charles Kullman. RC vol. 20nOS.II/12. Dec., pp. 245-258.
LEONI, EvaNIKLICEK, GEORGE. Eva Leoni. RC vol. zo nos.11/12. Dec., pp. 277-282.
LULLY, Jean BaptisteSHEPPARD, LESLIE. A powerful man of music.83 no. 992. Dec., pp. 387, 389, 391.

LUPOT, NicholasANON. Nicholas Lupot. S vol. 83 110. 992. Dec.,PP. 372, 373, 375.
LUTETURNBULL, HARVEY. The origin of the long-neckedlute. GSJ vol. 25. July, pp. 58-66.
MAGGINI, PaoloANON. Giovanni Paolo Maggini. S vol. 83 no. 991.Nov., pp. 316, 317, 319, 321.
MAHLER, AlmaMAHONY, PATRICK. Alma Mahler-Werfel. Co no. 4.Autumn, pp. I3, '5-17.
MAHLER, GustavGRANGE, HENRY-LOUIS DE LA. Mistakes about Mahler.MMu vol. 22 no. 2. Oct., pp. 16-22.
MARSTON, JohnO'NEILL, DAVID G. The influence of music in theworks of John Marston. ML vol. 53 no. 3. July, pp.293-308-vol. 53 no. 4. Oct., pp. 400-410.
MARTIN U, BohuslavMOREHEN, JOHN. Martinu's Vigilia [for organ]. MTvol. 113 no. 1,557. Nov., pp. 1,123, 1,124.
MASON, JohnROSE, BERNARD. John Mason: a clarification. MTvol. 113 no. 1,558. Dec., p. 1,231.
MELKUS, EduardCAMPBELL, MARGARET. Eduard Melkus. S vol. 83no. 991. Nov., PP. 337, 339, 341, 343, 345.
MENUHIN, YehucliHELLEBRANDT, FRANCES A. Six lessons with YchudiMenuhin. Critique from the viewpoint of recentadvances. S vol. 83 no. 987. July, pp. 129, 131, 133.
MENUHIN, YEHUDI. Some great musicians I haveknown-past and present. (Inaugural Adrian Boultlecture.) RS no. 48. Oct., pp. 98-108.
MESSIAEN, OlivierI-1 A LB REIC H, HARRY. Ciphered creed. [On'Meditation sur le Mystere de la Sainte Trinite', fororgan.] MMu vol. zo no. 12. Aug., pp. 24-26.
MICHEELSEN, Hans-FriedrichHESFORD, BRYAN. The organ music Of Hans-S vol. Friedrich Micheelsen. MO vol. 95 no. 1,138. July,PP. 537, 539.
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MILHAUD, Darius
PALMER, CHRISTOPHER. Milhaud at 80. MT vol. 113
DO. 1,555. Sept., pp. 861-863.

MORLEY, Thomas
MCGRADY, R. J. Thomas Morley's 'First Booke of
Ayres'. MR vol. 33 no. 3. Aug., pp. 171-176.

MOSCHELES, Ignaz
DAVIES, JOAN. Moscheles-maestro and man. C
28. 1972, pp. 82-87.

MOZART, Wolfgang Amadeus
.LEESON, DANIEL N. AND DAVID WHITWELL. Mozart's
'spurious' wind octets. ML vol. 53 no. 4. Oct., pp.
377-399.
MUSIC
HOWARD, COLIN P. Decimalisation of music 1973.
{Making fun of decimalisation.] RCM vol. 68 no. z.
Summer, p. 50.

MENUIIIN, YEHUDI. Freedom and progress. [Address
at the seventh congress of the International Music
Council, Moscow, 1971.] RS no. 48. Oct., pp.
108-iii.

PLAISTOW, STEPHEN. Society and the composer. Co
no. 44. Summer, pp. 1-4.

MYRIELL, Thomas
WILLETTS, PAMELA j .  The identity of  Thomas
Myriell. ML vol. 53 no. 4. Oct, PP. 431-433.

NOTATION
SMALLEY, ROGER. New notes for new music. MMu
-vol. 21 no. 4. Dec., pp. 22-25.

OPERA
BLOOMFIELD, ARTHUR. San Francisco Opera's half
century. Op vol. 23 no. 9. Sept., pp. 799-805.

BRUNYATE, ROGER. Backstage at La Scala. Op vol.
23 no. 10. Oct., pp. 897-902.

LEINSDORF, ERICH. The state of opera: Recipe for
survival. Op vol. 23 no. 7. July, pp. 598-603.

MILNES, RODNEY. Towards music theatre. Op vol. 23
DO. 12. Dec., pp. 1,067-1,072.

scar; MICHAEL. The state of opera: Top Cs top fees.
Op vol. 23 no. 7. July, pp. 592-597.

WEBSTER, E. as. Twentieth-century opera: the light
and the dark. MO vol. 95 no. 1,139. Aug., pp.
573-575, 577.
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OPERETTA
LAMB, ANDREW. Meilhac, Halevy and Viennese
operetta. Op vol. 23 no. iz. Dec., pp. 1,060-1,066.

ORCHESTRAS
SPENCE, KEITH. London orchestras and their
audiences. MT vol. 113 no. 1,154. Aug., pp. 761-
765.
ORGANno. BARNARD, L. S. [A.] Buckingham's travels. 0  vol.
52 no. 205. July, pp. 6-14-vol. 52 no. 206. Nov.,
PP. 50-57.
FLAY, A. L. On blowers, sexed or neuter. MO vol. 96
no. 1,143. Dec., pp. 543, 145.
MATTHEWS, BETTY. A history of the organ in Russia.
0 vol. 52 no. 206. Nov., pp. 76-81.
PINKNEY, EDWARD MAYNARD. The consequences of
the classical revival. MO vol. 96 no. 1,142. Nov.,
PP- 87, 89.
REYNOLDS, GORDON. The Allen computer organ.
MT vol. 113 no. 1,554. Aug., pp. 809, 810.
TUSLER, ROBERT L. Toward a comprehensive history
of the organ. 0  vol. 52 no. 205. July, pp. 20-27.

ORGAN, particular
ANON. Grant, Degens and Bradbeer organ, St
Peter's Dunchurch. CM vol. 3 no. 18. Dec., p. 12.
BENCE, JOHN M. A school organ project-one way to
interest teenagers. MO vol. 95 no. 1,140. Sept., pp.
649, 65i.
EINIG, ERICH. Klais organ, Liebfrauenkirche,
Oberursel. CM vol. 3 no. 17. Oct., p. 15.
ELVIN, LAURENCE. The restoration of a Victorian
organ. MO vol. 95 no. 1,139. Aug., pp. 593, 595.
EMERY, WALTER. The Bach organ at Amstadt. MT
vol. 113 no. 1,557. Nov., pp. 1,119, 1,121.
FLAY, A. L. The North Dorset Winterbornes. MO
vol. 95 no. 1,138. July, pp. 531, 533, 535, 537.
FLAY, A. L. Sortie into Somerset. MO vol. 95 no.
1,139. Aug., pp. 583-585, 587.
FLAY, A. L. Non-liturgically speaking. MO vol. 95
no. 1,140. Sept., pp. 643, 645, 649.
FLAY, A. L. SOIlle organ movements. MO vol. 96
no. 1,141. Oct, PP. 31, 33, 35.
FRASER. JOHN. The organ in Buckie High School.
MO, vol 96 no. 1,141. Oct., pp. 25, 27.

HOOFER, GRAHAM. The Lord Mayor's Chapel organ,
Bristol. 0  vol. 52 no. 205. July, pp. 15-19.

LAZELL, LEONARD. The organ in Mount Pleasant
Congregational Church, Tunbridge Wells. M O
vol. 96 no. 1,143. Dec., pp. 137, 139.
ROWNTREE, JOHN P. St Thomas' Catholic Church,
Darlington. CM vol. 3 no. 16. Aug., p. zo.

SPELLER, JOHN. The organ of Frome parish church.
0 vol. 52 no. 205. July, pp. 1-5.

sroBiE, CHARLES I. G. The organ in St Andrew's
Presbyterian Church, St John's, Newfoundland.
0 vol. 5z no. 206. Nov., pp. 58-67.

SUMNER, W. L. The organ in the Royal Military
Chapel in the Household Division, Wellington
Barracks, Birdcage Walk, S.W.I. 0  vol. 52 no. 205.
July, pp. 33-36.

SUMNER, W. L. Salzburg and the organ in the
Mozarteum. 0  vol. 52 no. 205. July, pp. 28-32.
SUMNER, W. L. Some Tyrolean organs. 0  vol. 52
no. 206. Nov., pp. 41-49.

PERIODICALS
SENIOR, EVAN. I n  the beginning. Twenty years of
'Music and Musicians'. MMu vol. ax no. I. Sept.,
p. 18.

PETRASSI, Goffredo
STONE, OLGA. Goffredo Petrassi's eight inventions for
pianoforte. A  study of twentieth-century contra-
puntal style. MR vol. 33 no. 3. Aug., pp. 210-217.
PHILIP, Peter
PIKE, LIONEL. The performance of triple rhythms in
Peter Philip's vocal music. C  no. 28. 1972, pp.
88-105.

PIANO MUSIC
SIMPSON, ADRIENNE. Bohemian piano musk Of
Beethoven's time. MT vol. 133 no. 1,553. July,
pp. 666, 667.
PICCINNI, Niccolo
RUSHTON, JULIAN. ̀ Iphigenie en Tauride': the operas
of Gluck and Piccinni. ML vol. 53 no. 4. Oct., pp.
411-430.
POPULAR MUSIC
BURNETT, MICHAEL. Coming to terms with pop.
Musical characteristics in the 7os. MTe vol. 51 no. 7.
July, pp. 20, 21-V01. 51 no. 9. Sept., pp. 26, 27-
vol. 5 I no. so. Oct., pp. 20, 21-V01. 5i no. ix. Nov.,
pp. 18, 19-vol. 51 110. 12. Dec., pp. 14, 15.

POULENC, Francis
DAVIES, LAURENCE. The piano music of Poulenc.
MR vol. 33 no. 3. Aug., pp. 594-203.

PROFESSION OF MUSIC
ANON. A  salary scale for qualified church organists.
[Reprinted from 'Organists Review', July 1972.]
CM vol. 3 no. 17. Oct., pp. 16, 17.

RUSSELL-SMITH, GEOFFRY. Ours is a special voice.
[On teachers.] ME vol. 36 no. 358. Nov./Dec., pp.
294, 295.
PROKOFIEV, Sergey
BROWN, DAVID. Prokofiev's 'War and Peace'. MMu
vol. 21 no. 2. Oct., pp. 24-26.
DOWNES, EDWARD. Prokofiev's War and Peace'.
Op vol. 23 no. so. Oct., pp. 882-887.

MCALLISTER, RITA. Prokofiev's Tolstoy epic [War
and Peace']. MT vol. 113 no. 1,555. Sept., pp. 851.-
855.

QUINTOLA
LEWIN, ROBERT. The quintola. [A Cross between the
violin and the viola.] S vol. 83 no. 987. July, pp.
143, 145, 147.
PUBLISHING
RASCH, RUDI A. Seventeenth-century Dutch editions
of English instrumental music. ML vol. 53 no. 3.
July, PP. 270-273.
RAYNOR, John
PICTON-JONES, OLWEN. The songs of John Raynor.
Co no. 44. Summer, pp. 25-27.

RECORDER
ANON. Busking with the recorder. RMM vol. 4 no.
4. Dec., p. 121.

DAVIS, ALAN. The Bruges melting-pot, a competitor's
view. RMM vol. 4 no. 4. Dec., p. 124.

MARVIN, BOB. A  recorder Odyssey: searching for a
Renaissance consort. RMM vol. 4 no. 4. Dec., pp.
118-121.
WYATT, THEO. Recorder surgery. RMM vol. 4 no. 3.
Sept., pp. 86, 87.

RECORDS AND RECORDINGS
CORKETT, ALAN. So you want to make a record.
EDS vol. 34150. 4. Winter, pp. '3', 130.
SAUL, PATRICK. Obtaining records from abroad:
some problems facing archives. RS no. 47. July,
PP. 72-79.
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RETFORD, WilliamLEWIN, ROBERT. Unforgettable William Retford. Svol. 83 no. 991. Nov., pp. 323, 325, 327, 329.
RHYTHMBEECHEY, GWILYM. Rhythmic interpretation: Mozart,Beethoven, Schubert and Schumann. MR vol. 33 no.3. Aug., pp. 233-248.
ROCCA, GiuseppeANON. Giuseppe Rocca. S vol. 83 no. 990. Oct., pp.262, 263, 299.
ROMANI, FeliceGALATOPOULOS, STELIOS. The Romani-Bellinipartnership. Op vol. 23 no. ii. Nov., pp. 970-977.
ROSSINI, GioacchinoBELLINGARDI, LUIGI. Rossini's ̀Queen Elizabeth'-its style and originality. Op vol. 23 no. 8. Aug., pp.686-691.
ROZSA, MiklosPALMER, CHRISTOPHER. COTT1p0SeT in Hollywood.MMu vol. 21 no. 4. Dec., pp. 15, 16.
SALABERT, MicaGRANGE, HENRY-LOUIS DE LA. Publish and be saved.A history of the Edition Salabert. MMu vol. 20 no.n. July, pp. 20, 21.
SCHOENBERG, ArnoldSESSIONS, ROGER. Schoenberg in the United States.T no. 103, pp. 8-17.
SCHUBERT, FranzARMITAGE-SMITH, JULIAN. Notes on Winterreise'.MT vol. 113 no. 1,554. Aug., pp. 766, 767.
SUTTON, WADHAM. Schubert: piano sonata in B flat(D 960). MTe vol. 51 no. ii. Nov., pp. ii, 12.
SCHORMANN, GerardVICTORY, GERARD. ̀ChlleTIChT, an analysis of GerardSchiirmann's song cycle. MR vol. 33 no. 3. Aug.,pp. 204-209.
SCHUTZ, HeinrichARNOLD, DENIS. Schatz in Venice. MMu vol. 21no. I. Sept., pp. 30-35.
ARNOLD, DENIS. Schutz's 'Venetian' Psalms. MTvol. 113 no. 1,557. Nov., pp. 1,071-1,073.
RIFKIN, JOSHUA. Schatz and musical logic. MT vol.113 no. 1,557. Nov., pp. 1,067-1,070.
ROCHE, JEROME. What Schutz learnt from Grandi in1629. MT vol. 113 no. 1,557. Nov., pp. 1,074, 1,075.
16

SESSIONS, RogerIMRIE, ANDREW. The symphonies of Roger Sessions.T no. 103, pp. 24-32 (-I- 8 pp. music examples).
SKRIABIN, AlexanderPASTERNAK, ALEXANDER. Skryabin: summer 1903and after. MT vol. 113 no. 1,558. Dec., pp. 1,169,1,171-1,174.
SIMPSON, RobertSIMPSON, ROBERT. Composer's anthology. RS no.47. July, PP. 79-84.
SINGINGCOPLEY, I. A. On the decline in standards of singing.MTe vol. 51 no. 8. Aug., pp. 7, 8.
SPAINCARDONA DE BERGERAC, LEOPOLD. The Andalusianmusic idiom. MR vol. 33 no. 3. Aug., pp. 157-166.
SPIESS, ClaudioLANSKY, PAUL. The music of Claudio Spiess.. Anintroduction. T no. 203, pp. 38-44.
SPINETSAVAGE, ALAN. A spinet from a kit. RMM vol. 4no. 3. Sept., pp. 84, 85.
SPOHR, LouisSHEPPARD, LESLIE. Twas he first made the violintruly sing. S vol. 83 no. 990. Oct., pp. 265, 267, 269.
STAMPSP̀HILATICUS.' Stamps of musical interest. MO vol.95 no. 1,138. July, p. 521-V01. 95 no. 1,139. Aug.,p. 572-vol. 95 no. 1,140. Sept., p. 637-vol. 96no. 1,242. Nov., p. 68-vol. 96 no. 1,143. •Dec.,P. 131.
STANLEY, JohnFROST, Tomr. The cantatas of John Stanley (1713-86).ML vol. 53 no. 3. July, pp. 284-292.
STRAVINSKY, IgorBANCROFT, DAVID. Stravinsky and the ̀NRF'(Nouvelle Revue Francaise), 1910-20. ML vol. 53no. 3. July, pp. 274-283.
FLEURET, MAURICE. The Stravinsky nobody knew.MMu vol. 21 no. x. Sept., pp. 36-38.
MACOMB, ROBIN. Stravinsky's final cadence. T no.203, pp. 18-23.
SPIES, CLAUDIO. Impressions after an exhibition. Tno. 102. Sept., pp. 2-9.

SULLIVAN, Sir ArthurMATTHEWS, BETTY. ̀Onward Christian Soldiers.'A centenary note. MT vol. 113 no. 1,558. Dec., p.1,232.
SZIGETI, JosephROTI-1, HENRY. Szigeti-an eightieth birthday tribute.S vol. 83 no. 992. Dec., pp. 413, 425.
SZYMANOWSKI, KarolPIRIE, PETER J. Karol Szymanowski. MMu vol. 21no. 4. Dec, 14). 36-40.
TARTINI, GiuseppeSHEPPARD, LESLIE. The mystery violinist of Assisi.S vol. 83 no. 987. July, P. 121, 223, 125.
TAVERNER, JohnMESSENGER, THOMAS. Texture and form in Taverner's'Western Wind' Mass. MR vol. 33 no. 3. Aug.,pp. 167-170.
TEACHINGADDISON, RICHARD. A violin-teaching experiment.[Reprinted from 'Music in Education.] S vol. 83 no.992. Dec., PP. 377, 379, 381, 383, 385.
ALVIN, JULIETTE. MUSIC therapy with a spastic girl.ME vol. 36 no. 357. Sept./Oct., pp. 238-244.
ANON. I972-a peak year for summer music courses.S vol. 83 110. 987. July, pp. 149, 151.
ANON. Music in the primary school. MTe vol. 51no. n. Nov., p. zo--vol. 51 no. 12. Dec., p. 18.
BRUCE, V. 'Hinder not music.' The integral arts.MTe vol. 51 no. 8. Aug., pp. 8, 9-vol. 52 no. 9.Sept., pp. 12, 13.
COLE, HUGO. Suzuki talent education. ME vol. 36no. 356. July/Aug., pp. 176-181.
COWAN, JANE. The art of practising: the cello. MEvol. 36 no. 356. July/Aug., pp. 188, 189.
D'ATH, NORMAN W. The art of practising: brass. MEvol. 36 no. 358. Nov./Dec., pp. 298, 299.
DAVIES, JOHN STEPHEN. MUSIC in a comprehensiveschool. MTe vol. 5x no. 12. Dec., pp. ii, 12.
DAVIES, RONALD L. Music through the band. MTevol. 51 no. 22. Dec., p. 13.
DENNIS, BRIAN. Experimental school music. MTvol. 113 no. 1,554. Aug., Pp. 754-757.
GAVALL, JOHN. Music and videotape: a two-yearexploration. MTe vol. 51 no. 7. July, p. 28.

GAYE, DEREK. The Royal Academy of Music. MTevol. 51 no. 7. July, pp. 9, '0.
GOLDING, ROBIN. The founding of the RAM [RoyalAcademy of Music]. MT vol. ii3 no. 1,553. July,pp. 655-658.
HERSOM, HERBERT. More thoughts on school musicfestivals. RMM vol. 4 no. 3. Sept., pp. 93, 95.
JEVONS, REGINALD. The Southern Music TrainingCentre. MTe vol. 51 no. ii. Nov., p. 21.
KEMP, MOLLY. New paths in piano teaching. MEvol. 36 no. 357. Sept./Oct., pp. 247-249-vol. 36no. 358. Nov./Dec., pp. 296, 297.
ODAM, GEORGE. Tutankhamun. Children explorean ancient Egyptian theme. MTe vol. 51 no. 7. July,p. 19.
rLAc2rrE, FRANK L. Idyllwild 72: an Americanworkshop. RMM vol. 4 no. 4. Dec., pp. 136-138.
ROKOS, K. W. Elizabeth Chapman and her youthensemble from Hampton, Virginia, USA. S vol.83 no. 989. Sept., pp. 241, 243, 245.
ROWNTREE, JOHN. Research in music education.MTe vol. 51 no. 7. July, p.
SEWARD, JUNE. Guitar school. ME vol. 36 no. 357.Sept./Oct., pp. 151-253.
SMALLBONE, GRAHAM. The art of practising: anexperiment using language laboratory techniques.ME vol. 36 110. 357. Sept./Oct., pp. 250, 251.
STANFIELD, M. B. The younger generation. S vol.83120. 989. Sept., pp. 237, 239.
STANFIELD, M. B. Learning by example. S vol.I  83no. 992. Dec., pp. 399, 401.
SWANWICK, KEITH. The audio-visual stave. MTevol. 51 no. 9. Sept., pp. xx,I 2.
SWEBY, CHARLES. Music through the band. MTe vol.5I no. 7. July, pp. 15, I6-V01. 5I no. 8. Aug., p.2I-vol. 51 no. 9. Sept., p. 29-vol. 51 no. 10.Oct., pp. 27, 29.
SUTTON, WADHAM. Life begins at forte. ME vol.36 no. 356. July/Aug., pp. i86, 187.
THACKRAY, RUPERT. MUSIC in the primary school.MTe vol. 5I no. lo. Oct., pp. ii, 22.
WESTON, PAMELA. 'Art made tongue-tied byauthority.' MTe vol. 51 no. 8. Aug., pp. 9, 10.
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TIPPETT, Sir Michael
TIPPETT, SIR MICHAEL talks to HAROLD ROSENTIIAL:
On opera. Op vol. 23 no. 12. Dec., pp. 1,055-1,059.

TOURTE, Francois
ANON. The subject of bows. S  vol. 83 no. 988.
Aug., pp. 179-182.

TUBA
FLETCHER, JOHN. Performers' platform: Thoughts on
the tuba. Co no. 44. Summer, pp. 5-12.

TUDOR, David
SCHONFIELD, VICTOR. FrOLL1 pianos to electronics.
MMu vol. 20 no. iz. Aug., pp. 24-26.

TYE, Christopher
LANGDON, JOHN. Tye and his church music. MT vol.
113 no. 1,556. Oct., pp. 1,0n, 1,014, 1,015.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, Ralph
Bouur, SIR ADRIAN. Vaughan Williams and his
interpreters. MT vol. 113 no. 1,556. Oct., pp. 957
958.
BOULT, SIR ADRIAN C. Ralph Vaughan Williams. The
record of a long friendship. RCM vol. 68 no. 3.
Christmas, pp. 74-76.
DICKINSON, A. E. F. The Vaughan Williams sym-
phonies. A  postscript to the centenary. MO vol. 96
no. 1,143. Dec., pp. 123, 225.
DYSON, RUTH. Vaughan Williams and the orchestra.
RCM vol. 68 no. 3. Christmas, pp. 77-79.

FOREMAN, LEWIS. Vaughan Williams: a bibliography
of dissertations. MT vol. 113 no. 1,556. Oct., pp.
962, 963.
KENNEDY, MICHAEL AND OTHERS. Ralph Vaughan
Williams. The centenary of his birth. FMJ vol. 2
110. 3. 1972, pp. 167-173.
OTTAWAY, HUGH. Scott and after: the final phase.
MT vol. 113 no. 1,556. Oct., pp. 959, 961, 962.

PALMER, CHRISTOPHER. The Vaughan Williams
exhibition [in the British Museum]. MT vol. 113
no. 1,557. Nov., pp. 1,081, 1,082.
RUSSELL, LESLIE. Remembering Vaughan Williams.
RCM vol. 68 no. 3. Christmas, pp. 8o, 81.
SAMUEL, EDGAR. Vaughan Williams and King's
Lynn. EDS vol. 34 no. 3. Autumn, pp. 92, 93, 96.
SHARP, G. B. Ralph Vaughan Williams, 1872-2958.
CM vol. 3 no. 16. Aug., pp. 0-I 2.
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VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, URSULA. The Vaughan Williams
centenary. MT vol. 113 no. 1,556. Oct., pp. 955, 956.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, URSULA. Vaughan Williams
and opera. Op vol. 23 no. II. Nov., pp. 960-969.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, URSULA. Ralph Vaughan
Williams and the Royal College of Music. RCM vol.
68 no. 3. Christmas, pp. 71-73.

WALES, TONY. Ralph Vaughan Williams and English
folk music. EDS vol. 34 no. 3. Autumn, p. 87.

VERDI, Giuseppe
JEFFERSON, ALAN. Opera on the gramophone: 'La
Traviata'. Op vol. 23 no. 8. Aug., pp. 697-708.

PORTER, ANDREW. A  note on Princess Eboli. MT
vol. 113 no. 1,554. Aug., pp. 750-754.

VIOLA D'AMORE
CLEEVE, moNrrAcu. The viola d'amore and its new
music. S vol. 83 no. 989. Sept., pp. 221, 223, 225,
227, 229-V01. 83 no. 990. Oct., pp. 273, 275, 277,
279-vol. 83 no. 991. Nov., pp. 331, 333, 335.

VIOLIN
ANON. Birth of a new Cremona? [On a new course of
violin-making.] S  vol. 83 no. 988. Aug., pp. 189,
191.

CONNER, KARL. The 'Joseph Michleman' varnish and
'black light' dryer. S vol. 83 no. 987. July, pp. 133,
135, 137.
FELIX, J. The third factor in quality of violin tone. S
vol. 83 no. 988. Aug., pp. 175, 177.

LEWIN, ROBERT. Buying British. S vol. 83 no. 989.
Sept., pp. 215, 217, 219, 221.

LONG NOEL. Isolating the difficulties in basic violin
technique. S vol. 83 no. 992. Dec., pp. 403, 405, 407.

SARATA, MEMO. The art of 'fiddle' collecting in
America. S vol. 83 no. 987. July, pp. 139, 141, 143.

SHEPPARD, LESLIE. Treasure `twix the magnum-
bonums'. [On the collection of Joseph Gillott.] S
vol. 83 no. 989. Sept., pp. 229, 231, 235.

VIOLONCELLO
DALE, S. S. Contemporary cello concerti. S vol. 83
no. 988. Aug., pp. 171, 173, 175-vol. 83 no. 992.
Dec., Pp. 407, 409, 411E.
STANFIELD, M. B. An unconscious reminder. S vol.
83 no. 987. July, pp. 125, 217.

VOCAL MUSIC
STOCKHAUSEN, KARL HEINZ. Miscellany. The need
for vocal and choral music. MMu vol. 21 no. 2.
Oct., pp. 28-32.

WAGNER, Richard
BRODY, ELAINE. La famine Mendes. A  literary link
between Wagner and Debussy. MR vol. 33 no. 3.
Aug., pp. 177-189.

WAGNER, Siegfried
REIMERS, THERESIA E. Siegfried Wagner as innovator.
Op vol. 23 no. 1o. Oct., pp. 888-894.

WALTON, Sir William
APRAHAMIAN, FELIX. Walton retrospective. MMu
vol. 20 no. II. July, pp. 22-26.

WEELKES, Thomas
BRErr, PHILIP. The two musical personalities of
Thomas Weelkes. M L vol. 53 no. 4. Oct., pp.
369-376.

WEILL, Kurt
PADMORE, ELAINE. Kurt Weill. MMu vol. 33 no. 2.
Oct., pp. 34-40.

WILLIAMSON, Malcolm
SCHLOTEL, BRIAN. Malcolm Williamson's music for
young people. The integral arts. MTe vol. 51 no. 9.
Sept., pp. 19, 21.
W OLPE, Stefan
CARTER, ELLIOTT. Stefan Wolpe (1902-1972) in
memoriam. T  no. 102, pp. 17, 18.
WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS
GARDNER, GREER. Models of perfection: woodwind
instruments from the Museum of the Paris Conserva-
toire. RMM vol. 4 no. 4. Dec., pp. 116, 117.
KARP, CARY. Baroque woodwind in the Musik-
histo8roi-s8ka Museet, Stockholm. GS J vol. 25. July,p p . 6 .

WEBER, RALNER AND J. H. VAN DER MEER. Some facts
and guesses concerning Doppioni. GSJ vol. 25.
July, pp. 22-29.
WORDS AND MUSIC
EVANS, GEORGE EWART. Collecting oral tradition.
RS no. 47. July, pp. 62-68.
ZIMMERMANN, Bernd Alois
HALBREICH, HARRY. Requiem for a suicide. MMu
vol. 2.1 no. 1. Sept., pp. 40-48.

THE BRITISH CATALOGUE OF MUSIC
A catalogue of the new music and books about musicpublished in Great Britain, arranged systematicallyaccording to the instruments and voices for which theworks are written with entries under composers, titles,arrangers, authors of words and many other usefulreferences.

Annual subscription to 2 interim issues and Annual Volume:£6.00 net, post paid.
Published byTHE COUNCIL OF THE BRITISH NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY,LTD.

7 & 9 RATHBONE ST., LONDON W1P 2AL01-580 3681
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SOME OBSERVASIONS FROM THE PRESIDENTBRIAN REDFERN

Old .NewGoulding & Co. 4 7Louis Lot II 13D. Jahn 5 8S. Koch 14 T6J. Thibouville-Lamy 9 14J. Ziegler 6 12

The future of BRIO has been considered very carefully by a small sub-committee. Three factors influencedthe executive committee to set up this committee. The first of these was the ever-present problem of rising costs,the second was the difficulty in finding suitable material for publication and the third was the pending resignationof the editor and the compiler of the index to British music periodicals.It is my impression that at one stage the sub-committee was working towards the view that the only solutionwas to cease publication. In fact the opposite conclusion was reached when it met for the final time during themeetings of the International Commissions in London in August. Whether this was due to the infection of thegeneral enthusiasm pervading the international body or to the fact that a number of delegates, both Britishand foreign, expressed dismay at the prospect of BRIO's demise is immaterial, but the sub-committee decidedto make the following recommendations to the executive.1. That BRIO should continue for at least one year under the joint editorship of Clifford Bartlett andMalcolm Jones.2. That the scope of articles should change somewhat to take more account of activities in libraries and tobe rather less scholarly than in the past. That at the same time more use should be made of work being doneby students in library schools, particularly were this to take the form of original bibliographies likely to be ofuse to librarians in their work.3. That the periodicals index should cease, as it was felt the periodicals concerned were now adequatelycovered in the British Humanities Index and R.I.L.M.4. That the membership subscription should be raised to cover increased costs from 1974.5. That cheaper methods of production should be investigated.The committee is anxious that the modifications proposed should not be seen as criticism of the work ofRuzena Wood, the present editor, and Christel Wallbaum, the compiler of the index, both of whom deservethe highest praise and thanks of the Association for their efforts. An editor's task is always thankless, butRuzena Wood has always sought articles with energy and enthusiasm and has established a standard which itwill be hard to maintain, but below which the Branch would not wish its periodical to fall even if the approachis varied. We are very grateful for all her work and very sorry that she feels it necessary to resign.Christel Wallbaum's work will also be missed. Her index has become a recognised part of BRIO. It isreally the appearance of R.I.L.M. and the improvement of the British Humanities Index plus rising costs whichhave made the cessation of the index a possibility plus a necessity. So, thanks go too to Christel Wallbaum forher work over the years, which also contributed in no small way to the reputation which BRIO has achieved.The branch will need to hold an emergency meeting to pass the proposed increased subscriptions to £6for institutional members, £4 for personal members, LI for students and retired members. Details of the dateand place will be circulated later, but I hope members will appreciate the necessity of the increase if the branchis to continue to develop and to give scope for the younger members, who are now coming forward to work onvarious committees, to put their ideas into effect. It is good to see this happening and it can only help to improvethe standards of service provided by the libraries and library schools in which we all work.Finally, all members must be sorry that Michael Short has had to resign as secretary. The United Kingdombranch has had the responsibility of organising the largest meeting of the international body ever held and thefact that the London meetings went so smoothly was due in no small part to Michael Short's efforts. He workedso quietly that it would be easy to lose sight of the effort involved. Older members of the branch will know thatthere can be no higher praise than to say that the conference was as well organised and controlled as in the dayof Walter Stock. The same degree of quiet excellence went into Michael Short's general secretarial work for thebranch and all the members of the executive are extremely sorry that he has had to resign. We hope that weshall be able to call on him to work for the branch in other ways. In the meantime we hope he will accept ourvery sincere thanks.
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REVIEWS
AN INDEX OF MUSICAL WIND-INSTRUMENT MAKERS. Third edition, revised, enlarged andillustrated. Lyndesay G. Langwill. Published by L. G. Langwill, Edinburgh, 1972. Ls.

Mr Langwill has surely deserved a place in the Guiness Book of Records. I cannot think of any other authorwho himself published his first and only book in his sixty-third year and has been able to issue the third editionof it in his seventy-fifth. This has been the happy destiny of the Index of Musical Vinci Instrument Makers, thedemand for which has clearly reflected the growing world-wide interest in the history of instruments and theirmanufacture.The mere statistics are impressive enough. The first edition (196o) had 139 pages; the second (1962), 202pages; the third (1972), 232 pages. During these twelve years, the index itself has expanded from 129 to 175pages and the supplementary matter (bibliography, list of collections, makers' marks, list of makers, etc.)from eight to fifty-six. Of the first edition Mr Langwill printed 5oo copies; of the third, r,000. These simplefacts, coupled with the world-wide range of correspondents to whom he makes acknowledgment, testifyto the extraordinary diffusion of research in this particular field of organology where Mr Langwill has become,so to speak, one of the founding fathers.In this third edition, not only are many new names included; previous entries have been substantiallyexpanded. Here are a few examples, in terms of type-lines:

The variety of new information is notable—new makers, new instruments, new locations and references.It is remarkable how many instruments survive in one specimen only: equally so, the number to which no dateor place can be assigned. Here, clearly, is much scope for further research.What, it may be asked, has all this to do with music librarians? Directly and indirectly, quite a lot. Manyof them receive enquiries about wind-instruments from time to time (though it must be confessed that letterswhich begin, "I have an old violin" are rather more frequent), and Mr Langwill has provided an invaluablebook either for giving an outright answer, or for putting the enquirer in touch with an expert who can help.Moreover, music librarians who deal with early printed music will find themselves sometimes on familiarground. They often see a publisher described in his imprint as a manufacturer of instruments and in thesepages they will find many extant specimens recorded.Some of the proof-reading, especially of foreign names, is rather casual; the presentation of some of thereferences in the bibliography tends to be erratic. For instance, Music Publishing in the British Isles, by Humphriesand Smith, is listed under its title, whereas Kidson's book is under his name. There are some puzzling featuresin the method of listing the numerous and very important exhibition catalogues. But these are small blemishesin a fascinating work of immense and devoted labour. Let us look forward to the fourth edition.ALEC KING
BIRMINGHAM MUSIC LIBRARY

The Music Library in Birmingham's new Central Libraries building opened on 25 June. It takes over theformer music collections of the central lending and reference libraries, as well as the gramophone record library.Although the staff (twelve: seven professional; five assistants) have been working on the stock for three years,much still remains to be done of stock revision, integration and rationalisation of catalogues, etc. before thelibrary is really in order. A full range of reference and lending services is now provided. The recordingscollection (including reel and cassette tapes) is enhanced by listening accommodation for thirty-two peopleindividually, as well as provision for talks, live and recorded recitals, etc. The stock is about 12,000 recordings,8,500 books and 26,000 items of printed music. The library is fully involved in the Birmingham LibrariesCo-operative Mechanisation project, which involves co-operation in cataloguing with Birmingham's twouniversities and the Birmingham School of Music, on a common catalogue using A.A.C.R. standards andM.A.R.C. format for all music books, scores and recordings. A visit to and meeting in Birmingham is plannedas part of I.A.M.L.'s programme this winter. MALCOLM JONES
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THE 1973 CONFERENCE OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUSIC LIBRARIES

The annual meeting of the working commissions of I.A.M.L. was held in London from 26 to 31 August1973. We were fortunate to have Bedford College as conference centre, with accommodation for delegatesmostly at Hanover Lodge, a few minutes walk across Regent's Park. Although not a general congress, attendancewas higher than at any previous annual meeting-260 delegates were expected and about 240 actually appeared.The week was packed with meetings and it was impossible for anyone to attend them all, or produce acomprehensive report: that, anyway, will eventually appear in Fontes. But we thought that it would be of interestto give an informal preliminary report here on some of the sessions of particular interest to British libraries.Some sessions were held in private, some produced interesting exchanges of views that it might be prematureto publish, some we were unable to cover. And as in all conferences, more may have been achieved betweenthe sessions than at them! The following reports were all written hastily, amid many distractions; we are gratefulto the authors for their speedy response. C. B.
Public Music Libraries Commission1. Public Music Collections (Chairman: Charlotte Van der Pot)These were closed sessions, but I understand work on the basic list of literature on music has continuedand has now reached the final editing stage.z. Education and Training of Librarians (Chairman: Hermann Wassner)Concern was expressed on the generally poor quality of training received in library schools, not only formusic librarians but also for general librarians, on the control of gramophone libraries. Bent Christiansen ofDenmark outlined a very good course which is given in the Danish library school covering the technical sideas well as control in libraries, marketing of records and copyright regulations.An analysis of music librarians' work in dealing with enquiries in West Germany has run into difficultiesin framing the questionnaire. Further work is to be done on this in the hope of arriving at an analysis in allmember countries. In West Germany the enquiry showed that 75 per cent of questions asked in music librariesrequired information, while the remainder required the librarian to recommend, or use his judgment.Donald Krummel (U.S.A.) has completed a survey of the qualifications needed by a music librarian andreached the conclusion that music qualifications, professional library qualifications and ability with languageswere all essential. A paper on this is to be published in Notes. It was agreed that in Jerusalem there should bediscussion of the staff organisation of public music departments and their relationship with other departments.Papers are being prepared. BRIAN REDFERN
Sub-commission on Reference and Community Services (Chairman: Hans Vetterlein)The first part of this meeting was given over to reports on activities in different countries.1. Lutz Lesle (Hamburger Offentliche Biicherhallen) reported on the continuation of Hamburg's notablecatalogues. Following the well-known "Oper" catalogue, there have been catalogues of G. P. Teleman (1967),New Music (1969), Twentieth-Century French Music (1971), Heinrich Heine Settings (1972) and ClarinetMusic (1973). He also reported on lectures and recitals given in the library's Brahmssaal.2. Britta Carlsson (Stockholm Public Library), new to the Commission, gave an informal report on thegeneral position in Sweden. We were interested particularly in her reference to a mobile library which is equippedwith playing apparatus and carries discs to give recitals in the villages visited. She expressed disquiet on thetraining of librarians in Sweden.3. Hanne Bruhns (Music Library, Lynby, Denmark), reported on an impending law requiring paymentof loan fees to composers in respect of records, although apparently performers do not benefit from the scheme.4. Dieter Bloch (Stadtbilcherei, Bochum) reported on Bochum's concerts, especially by young artists andincluding new music. Great interest had been shown by the public in a display of a historical collection ofmusical instruments.5. Hans Vetterlein (Berliner Zentralbibliothek) reported on recitals of modern music (e.g. Madema, Linke,Puchelt and Blacher), and a Polish exhibition with displays on folklore, films and concerts of Polish songs anddances.The meeting also discussed schemes for a Directory of Public Music Libraries and a newsletter on publicmusic libraries. A draft or sample newsletter is to be prepared for presentation to the board of I.A.M.L., theeditorial com,mittee includes Elizabeth Hart. ROGER CRUDGE
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Public Gramophone Record Lending) (Report of an open meeting.)The chairman of the meeting (Eric Cooper) explained how in 1970, in Leipzig, the members of the Sub-Commission on Public Music Collecting found that it was necessary to avoid all reference to matters connectedwith recorded sound if their task was to be kept to manageable proportions. With this consideration grew therealisation that pressure of work in other commissions was such that they too must have similar problems.Consequently, approaches were made in St Gallen in 1971 to our late President, John Davies on behalf ofinterested parties and the chain of events that led to the open meeting here in London were set in motion.The state of Public Gramophone Record Lending in the world today was then examined and statisticsprovided to show that it was the most intensely active area of most Public Music Librarians work, that it wasused by a growing section of the public and that staff time, loans and finance all exceeded the equivalentson Public Music Lending. With these facts in mind the meeting began to examine a number of important pointsin order of importance.Minimum Standard. The widely differing standards of gramophone record provision throughout the worldand the unevenness of provision even within individual countries. Mr Huib Deetman of Amsterdam gave asurvey of the proposals being put forward in Holland to provide standards of finance, staffing and other aspectsof provision. Mention was made of similar moves being made in the U.K. and other countries. The meetingagreed that a set of international recommendations might serve as a guide and avoid too great a measure ofvariation throughout the world.Cataloguing. The public sector was increasingly being influenced by management and efficiency experts who,with the support of book-orientated directors with little or no knowledge of the needs of documenting soundrecordings, want to cut back essential bibliographical information. Cataloguing could not be influenced bycost/use ration considerations. Mrs Hanna Bruhns of Denmark surveyed some of the problems peculiar tocataloguing records and asked that efforts be made to produce more national discographies. She recommendeddiscussion with broadcasting libraries and more national archives to encourage the production of the cards foruse in public libraries. The discussion that followed showed complete support and agreement.Education. The education of librarians called upon to handle discs and tapes was often inadequate. Mr BentChristiansen of Denmark reported on education in his country. This revealed a progressive situation wherelibrarians could return to school for further training. Discussion followed, Miss Elizabeth Hartmann ofPhiladelphia (U.S.A.) pointing to the realities and results of poor training. Mr Brian Redfern (London) saidthat the task was for music librarians to make specific recommendations for library schools to examine andimplement where possible. He felt this support was needed from I.A.M.L. to make the work of library schoolseasier in a situation where education had by necessity to be largely theoretical and philosophical. Discussionfollowed on public library archives, copyright, national subject specialisation schemes etc. All of these aspectsrevealed particular areas in need of discussion for public gramophone lending.The chairman closed the meeting by assuring the delegates that if a body was set up to examine theseproblems, then the group would not work in isolation from commissions and sub-commissions that werealready dealing with similar matters. Every effort would be made to make effective progress by passingrecommendations to other groups and concentrating efforts on questions not being discussed elsewhere. Inthis way work could be made to progress speedily and with greatest effort. ERIC COOPER
News in BriefThe broadcasting commission continued its usual quiet discussion on the operation of the E.B.U. OrchestralMaterials Union Catalogue at Brussels, but the novelty this year was the presence at one session of tworepresentatives from the Music Publishers' Association. There was a friendly exchange of views on suchcontroversial issues as the sale of currently hire-only materials, the physical condition of orchestral parts andthe provision of permanent loan sets. The distrust and suspicion between the publisher and the broadcastinglibrarian seem fortunately to be declining. We were interested to discover that Blackwell's (who presented anexcellent display of British Music Publishing) have made some progress in persuading publishers to sell photo-copies of unpublished modern scores to some libraries.As well as meetings, there were other musical and social events. The British Council gave a reception;we heard Boulez conduct a Prom; Ars Nova gave a concert of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century music forShakespeare plays. After a boat trip down the Thames to Greenwich, the Tails and Jaye Consorts gave aprogramme of music connected with the Greenwich Court, inspired by which (and a previous lecture by MrsAlec King) we enjoyed a stroll round one of London's most impressive architectural sites. Our visitors seemedto enjoy their visit to London; fortunately the weather was fine, apart from a storm during the Ars Novaconcert (which appropriately included music from The Tempest) and a shower at Greenwich; Regent's Parkwas looking magnificent. Old friends met, new friendships were made and we all hope that as many of us aspossible will be able to afford to meet again at Jerusalem next year. CLIFFORD BARTLETT
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